
EnginEErEd  to  thE  Ex act  spEcifications  of  thE  WhEELchair UsErs.

The EVO LECTUS is the newest and most revolutionary power 
wheelchair that Karma-Europe proudly adds to its product 
line. EVO LECTUS is engineered to the exact specifications of 
the wheelchair users and can be customized in accordance 
with the needs of every single client.
The strong and compact EVO chassis is equipped with a 
fully adjustable 4-wheel suspension system and guarantees 
powerful and smooth driving performance in all circumstances; 
indoor as well as outdoor and rough terrain.
The full-scale  adjustable LECTUS seat system can be completely 
set-up to the individual needs of the user. The centre gravity 
tilt ensures pressure relief and a high degree of comfort while 
driving outdoors.
The power backrest recline, and the power leg rest adjustment, 
realize the best possible sitting position at every moment 
during the day. The “sky-high” seat lift has an amazing reach 
of 40 cm!!! The EVO LECTUS represents an evolution coming 
from many years of experience in individual wheelchair 
assessments.
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specification

Speed:

Width:

Length:

Seat width:

Seat depth:

Seat height (floor to seat pan):

Motors:

Batteries:

Driving range:

Max. user weight:

Wheelchair weight:

Electronics:

6 km/h

62 cm

98,5 cm

42 / 62 cm

42,5 / 60 cm

43 cm

2x 300 W

2x 70 Ah

25 – 45 km/h *

140 kg

155 kg

R-Net 120 Amp.

standard
Speed:

Batteries:

Charger:

Power tilt:

Seat elevator:

Power bio - mechanical backrest:

Power bio-mechanical legrest:

Swing away table

Black tires

AD Cushion

Headrest 3D adjustable

Drive controls / interfaces

8 or 10 km/h

50 or 85 AH

8, 12 or 15 AMP

50°

40 cm

180°

180°

options

Karma Europe reserves the right tomodify information herein without further notice.

These two power functions are 
independent. When combined a 
full recline position (180°) helps 
the user to relax and enjoy the 
horizontal position;  avoiding 
transfers that are not necessary.

Power backrest and 
Power legrest

Improves the user’s social life and 
gives more autonomy to interact 
with the enviroment.

seat elevator, 40 cm

Dynamic movement that allows 
pressure relief and helps to 
prevent decubit ulcer.

tilt of 50°

* actual driving range will vary based on driving and battery type / conditions.

The front wheel drive EVO chassis is 
equipped with 4 independent and 
fully adjustable wheel suspensions. 
This provides great security and 
comfort while driving outdoor.

susPension

Extend your independence with a 
set of  maintenance free batteries 
up to 85 AH.

more range

aVa i L a b L E    CO LO rS:

whitesilver-grey orange

“Pimp”  or individualize your chair 
by choosing your own color.

custom colors




